A superfield formalism for quantum fields with N-extended superconformal symmetry is developed using vertex algebra techniques in four dimensions.
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Introduction
A vertex algebra is an algebraic structure on the vector space of all local quantum fields 1 in a given Quantum Field Theory (QFT), which reflects the concept of Operator Product Expansion (OPE),introduced by K. Wilson ([W69] ) as a tool for studying the short distance behavior in QFT. There have been various further works (e.g., [WZ72] , [M77] ) on how the OPE can be rigorously implemented in the general QFT framework or, derived from it. However, up to now only in conformal QFT, and especially in the twodimensional conformal filed theory, the notion of OPE has been fully understood at the axiomatic level and this has led to the concept of vertex algebra first introduced by Borcherds ([Bor86] ).
In higher spacetime dimensions the notion of a vertex algebra was generalized in [N05] in a one-to-one correspondence with models of Wightman fields obeying the so called Global Conformal Invariance (GCI) as introduced in [NT01] . GCI is an invariance (or, equivariance) of the Wightman functions under finite transformations of the two-fold spin covering of the geometric conformal group.
The present work extends the vertex algebra techniques to superconformal field theories, using the ideas of [N05] . will be shorten as ∂ z µ . Throughout this paper the Einstein convention about summation over repeated indices is assumed.
Vertex algebras: a synopsis
In this section we make a short review of vertex algebras and conformal invariance. We shall follow with minor modifications the notations of [BN06] , [N05] , [NT05] .
GCI allows us to extend the QFT models with such an invariance on a compactification of the real spacetime. The latter is the (conformally) compactified Minkowski space M . There are special complex coordinates that are obtained by a complex conformal transformation, which globally cover M . Vertex operators correspond to local quantum fields in these new coordinates. This formalism is known in the literature as compact picture, because of the compactness of the real spacetime in this representation.
Let us stress two important technical features related to the formalism of vertex algebras in GCI QFT.
The first is that in the complex coordinates that parametrize M it is natural to change the signature of the metric to a complexified Euclidean metric. In this way the vertex operator depends on a formal complex Euclidean vari-
Furthermore, the natural generators of the conformal symmetry in these coordinates form a real basis of the Euclidean conformal Lie algebra. However, this does not mean that we are considering Euclidean fields in the sense of Euclidean field theory! The point is that the relevant real structure in the compact picture, which comes from the initial theory on the Minkowski space is not an ordinary complex conjugation related to the new coordinates or the symmetry generators. The "physical" real structure in described in Appendix A.3.
Second, the vertex operators are not exactly quantum fields in the usual sense of Wightman axioms as they are not distributions. They are considered as formal power series in the spatial coordinates (the above complex coordinates). This is just for convenience and it can be considered as a topological lighten of the formalism: instead of with actual distributions we work with formal distributions (as these formal series are called in [K98] ). However, the axioms of vertex algebras are strong enough to allow us to prove that the vertex operators are not only formal distributions but determine also actual distributions.
The theory of vertex algebras is based on the formalism of formal LaurentTaylor series with "light-cone poles". This formalism can be found in [N05, Sect. 1] or in [BN06, Sect I]. However, in the present work these techniques will not play a central role and so, we shall not review them.
Vertex algebras
We shall mainly follow the definition of a vertex algebra as given in [N05, Definition 2.1], but for the sake of completeness we give the full definition below. For a short review of the definitions and especially for a comparison with the one-dimensional, chiral case, we refer the reader to Sects. 1 and 2 of [BN08] .
Thus, a vertex algebra is a (Z/2Z)-graded vector space V endowed with an even (i.e., parity preserving) (bi)linear map
−1 ] stands for the space of formal Laurent-Taylor series with poles at z 2 = 0, z ∈ C D ), a set of mutually commuting even endomorphisms T µ for µ = 0, . . . , D − 1 called (infinitesimal) translation endomorphisms, and an even vector |0 ∈ V called a vacuum. These data are subject to the following axioms:
(a) Locality. For all a 1 , a 2 , b ∈ V we have
where p a j is the parity of a j and N a 1 ,a 2 is a nonnegative integer; another way of writing the above equality is as vanishing of the supercommutator [Y (a 1 , z 1 ), Y (a 2 , z 2 )] when multiplied with a sufficiently large integral power of (z 1 − z 2 ) 2 .
(b) Translation covariance. For all a ∈ V and µ = 0, . . . , D − 1 we have
3 Let us remark that instead of defining individually the vertex operators Y (a, z) like two sided infinite formal series as it was done in [N05, Definition 2.1] one can use, without any loss of generality, the approach of [BN08, Sect. 1]. In this way, Y (a, z) can be defined not individually but only when applied on b ∈ V and then the result lies in the space of
(c) Vacuum axiom. We have T µ |0 = 0 for every µ = 0, . . . , D − 1 and for every a ∈ V :
This is the definition of a vertex algebra. Before stating the main properties of vertex algebras which we shall use, let us make one more definition: a local field in a vertex algebra is a linear map
such that the super-commutator
is local in the sense that it vanishes when multiplied with a sufficiently large power of (
for all µ = 0, . . . , D − 1 and a ∈ V . According to [BN06, Corollary 4 .3], every translation-invariant local field a → φ(z) a is of a form a → Y (b, z) a for some b ∈ V , i.e., it can be represented by a vertex operator. In fact, b = φ(z)|0 z = 0 . The latter is an equivalent formulation of the Reeh-Schlieder theorem within the formalism of vertex algebras.
Translation-invariance of the vertex operators gives that
where z · T := z µ T µ .
Vertex algebras and conformal symmetry
We say that the vertex algebra V is conformal vertex algebra (following [N05] , with slight modifications) if we have an action of the conformal Lie algebra (see (A.1)) on the space V realized via even endomorphisms such that the vacuum is invariant under this action and
3. Superconformal vertex algebras
Some preliminary notations
The Grassmann variables attached to the complexified four-dimensional Euclidean space are denoted by θ = (θ If
is the space of polynomials in the anti-commuting variables (θ,θ), which naturally is a vector super-space. Note that if, in addition, V is a Lie super-algebra, then V [θ,θ] is again a Lie super-algebra.
Super vertex operators
Let Y (a, z), z ∈ C 4 be a vertex operator from a vertex algebra endowed with an action of the superconformal algebra (defined by Proposition A.1). We define super vertex operators by the formula
Note that Y (a, z, θ,θ) is actually a polynomial in θ,θ with coefficients that are local translation-invariant fields. Therefore, using the state-field correspondence (2.5), Y (a, z, θ,θ) can be reconstructed from its action on the vacuum,
This allows us to deduce the covariance properties of the so defined super vertex operators. First, for the translations we have,
and hence, by the Reeh-Schlieder theorrem we conclude:
Next, for the supertranslations we obtain
where
and the same calculations forQα A givē
12)
13)
(3.14)
So, by the Reeh-Schlieder theorem we conclude again:
Let X be a generator of the supreconformal Lie algebra. Commutators X, Y (a, z, θ,θ) are computed from their action on the vacuum X, Y (a, z, θ,θ) |0 = X Y (a, z, θ,θ) |0 and using the general formula [BN] ,
Due to the nilpotency of ad(z · T + θ · Q +θ ·Q), e −ad(z · T + θ · Q +θ ·Q) X is a polynomial in z, θ,θ with coefficients in the superconformal Lie algebra and linearly depending of X. It can be splitted additively in two parts: 
where Z(X; z, θ,θ) is first order differential operator (i.e., a vector field) in z, θ,θ with polynomial coefficients in z, θ,θ. Hence, the generic form of the commutators is
The super-Jacobi identity for [X, X ′ ], Y (a, z, θ,θ) implicates:
(commutators are understood as (Z/2Z)-graded commutators). Note that in Eq. (3.24) commutators like Z(X; z, θ,θ), M(X ′ ; z, θ,θ) are understood as a commutator of first and zeroth order differential operators in (z, θ,θ). Equation (3.24) is verified using the following results, in which shorten notations M(X; z, θ,θ) ≡ M(X) and Z(X; z, θ,θ) ≡ Z(X) are used:
So we obtain an action of the superconformal Lie algebra on the super vertex operators.
Thus, we arrive to the following notion of a superconformal vertex algebra. It is a (Z/2Z)-graded vector space V endowed with an even (bi)linear map
an even vector |0 ∈ V called a vacuum, and an action on V of the superconformal Lie algebra keeping invariant (i.e., annihilating) the vacuum, such that the coefficient fields in the expansion of Y (a, z, θ,θ) in θ andθ fulfill all the axioms of vertex algebra of Sect. 2, and all the commutation relations (3.23) presenting the superconformal Lie algebra on the super vertex operators are satisfied.
Conclusion
We developed an algebraic formalism for quantum superfields with extended superconformal symmetry analogous to vertex algebras. This can have various applications. First, in direction of cohomological analysis of anomalies in the perturbative models of such theories. Second, it gives a framework for constructing on shell models (i.e., models in a Hilbert space).
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Appendix A. N-extended supreconformal Lie algebra A.1. Conformal Lie Algebra
Generators:
• T 0 , . . . , T D−1 -generators of translations in the compact picture (cf.
Eq. (2.2)).
• Ω µ, ν (0 µ < ν D − 1) -generators of rotations in the compact picture (cf. Eq. (2.6)).
• H -generator of dilatations in the compact picture (cf. Eq. (2.7)). It is called conformal Hamiltonian. The eigenvalues of the H are called scaling dimensions of the corresponding eigenstates (or fields).
• C 0 , . . . , C D−1 -generators of special conformal transformations in the compact picture (cf. Eq. (2.8)).
Defining commutation relations:
where δ µ, ν is the diagonal Euclidean metric in R D , i.e., the Kronecker delta symbol.
The real span of the generators (A.1) is the Euclidean conformal Lie algebra. However, with respect to the "physical" real form the above generators are not real (cf. (A.26)) and so in our work we consider the complex linear span of them.
A.2. Superconformal Lie Algebra
This Lie superalgebra is extension of the conformal Lie algebra (A.1), written for D = 4, (it is in the even sector) with the following additional generators:
• Odd generators Q • An even U(1)-generator R called R-charge.
• Even generators A A B spanning the Lie algebra su(N) (i.e., sl(N, C), since we consider the complexified su(N)). They are called R-symmetry generators. Bellow we list the additional defining commutation relations split in few groups (Eqs. (A.2), (A.9), (A.10), (A.12), (A.13) and (A.16) ).
Polarization of the translations (we remind that we use supercommutators):
where (Σ µ )β α is a Spin(4) intertwining operator
Here S E andS E are, respectively, (equivalent to) ( ) representations of the orthogonal Lie algebra:
The intertwining property of (Σ µ )β α reads
The Q − Q-relations are completed by
We note that in the so called super-Poincaré algebra it is admitted to have nonzero relations instead of (A.9), which generate the R-symmetry. However, in the superconformal algebra it is not the case and the R-symmetry appears in the Q − S-relations instead (cf. Eq. (A.16) below). The relations between the Q's and the even generators are have a certain similarity with those for the Q's:
} is an intertwining operator:
The remaining Q − S relations are:
Proposition A.1. Relations (A.1), (A.2), (A.9)-(A.13) and (A.16) define a Lie superalgebra structure on
if (and only if ) the following relations are satisfied for the structure constants
In fact, Eqs. (A.17) and (A.19) just define a Clifford algebra structure on S E ⊕S E by setting This matrices are related to the Pauli matrices in the following way:
where ε α γ (ε 12 = −ε 21 = −ε 12 = ε 21 = 1) is spinor metric tensor,
and σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 are the Pauli matrices:
A.3. Real structure
As we mentioned in the introduction to Sect. 2, the relevant real structure in the compact picture is not an ordinary complex conjugation. It is given by:
